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Gas market scenarios for this winter



Uncertain whether EU achieves its 15% reduction targets
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LNG‘s new role as top supplier over Russia & Norway is 
set to continue
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If Europe does not cut gas demand and Russian pipe 
stops storages will empty
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While a 15% cut in demand would be sufficient to cope 
with a Russian curtialment
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In case Russia stops supplies, a 10% cut in demand poses 
risks for storage levels
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Coal power revival with reactivations from capacity 
reserves led by Germany & Britain
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Gas-to-power generation is already low – its displacement 
potential is below 5 bcm
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Modelling conclusion

• The EU’s ambition to cut demand by 15% is appropriate, should temperatures remain normal. The
magnitude of the consumption curtailment would be enough to absorb a full loss of Russian pipe
supply from October onward.

• However, the prospect of a colder-than-normal winter combined with a halt in Russian supply poses
threats to security of supply in spring 2023.

• European governments should strive to achieve more than 15% in demand cuts to create a buffer,
should Russia cut supply, or indeed unplanned supply events occur elsewhere.

• It would place Europe in a better position for summer 2023 and beyond. ICIS modelling shows there is
little additional power fuel switching potential this winter. Poor nuclear availability and low hydro
stocks mean gas-fired generation is likely to need to continue. This comes despite European
governments reviving coal-fired power generation.
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The Scramble to End Russian Reliance: Will planned gas 
demand cuts be enough?

In part two of an insight series, 
ICIS’ team of cross-commodity 
analysts examine what factors need 
to be in place and adjust to ensure 
security of gas supply in Europe 
through March 2023. Read on to 
see what policy and market-based 
incentives need to be in play for 
gas demand cuts to be achieved. 
Check the QR link.
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https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/scramble-to-end-russian-reliance-pt-2/?cmpid=SOC|ENER|CHLEG-2022-0902-GLOBAL-The_scramble_to_end_russian_reliance_Part2_linkedin_organic&sfid=7014G000001uTIOQA2


ICIS uses advanced toolkit of numerical models to analyse 
market scenarios

Power dispatch model

The ICIS Power Horizon model is an hourly 
dispatch linear optimisation tool covering 
28 European countries and 7475 power 
plants, with forecasts for prices, demand, 
generation, net flows, emissions, and the 
merit order in every hour through to 2050. 
Scenarios are developed around the 
return to the grid of coal and nuclear 
plants in the attempt to reduce gas 
consumption to a minimum. The model is 
fully integrated with the ICIS Agent-Based 
Carbon Model, which provides a detailed 
fundamental representation the EU ETS 
and its participants.

Gas supply-and-demand balance

The ICIS supply-demand model 
balances gas storage under given 
assumptions regarding supply and 
demand in daily resolution looking at 
the winter ahead. Scenarios are 
created with variants around 
consumption and Russian supply. Gas 
consumption forecasts for individual 
European countries are based on 
neural networks (multilayer 
perceptron) with historic weather data 
and calendar structure being 
reflected.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/andreas-schroeder-8284619/



Current market development



Nervous markets over-reacted to Nord Stream downtime

19Source: ICIS. Updated 29 September 2022



European Supply & Demand



Healthy storage stocks after subsidized summer injection
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European supply moves to a new balance
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USA and Qatar deliver half of European LNG imports
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European gas demand savings of 13.5 bcm cumulated in 2022
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Industrial demand is most price-responsive
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